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The Kingdom 

and the Church

Are We Telling the Whole Story?

Earth

Hell

Heaven (Kingdom)

Church

The End
Brokenness and sin

?

The Deconstruction

� “The God that holds you over the Pit of Hell, much as one 
holds a Spider, or some loathsome Insect, over the Fire, 
abhors you, and is dreadfully provoked; his Wrath 
towards you burns like Fire; 

� “he looks upon you as worthy of nothing else, but to be 
cast into the Fire; he is of purer Eyes than to bear to have 
you in his Sight; you are ten thousand Times so 
abominable in his Eyes as the most hateful venomous 
Serpent is in ours…

� “So that thus it is, that natural Men are held in the Hand 
of God over the Pit of Hell; they have deserved the fiery 
Pit, and are already sentenced to it; and God is dreadfully 
provoked, 

� “his Anger is as great towards them as to those that are 
actually suffering the Executions of the fierceness of his 
Wrath in Hell…”

� Jonathan Edwards, in 1741, “Sinners in the Hands of an Angry God”
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So What’s the Story?

� “Kingdom of Heaven”

� “Kingdom of God”

� Description of the “Good News”

� 137 times in the New Testament

Characteristics of a Kingdom

� It is a state of affairs; not a state of 

mind

� Membership, citizenship, loyalties, 
identity

� We enter and leave

� We serve or mock

Faithful ones The Nation The Church New Earth and Heaven

Logos, The LORD (YHWH) The Incarnated and Resurrected Christ

Kingdom Government

Death and Evil

Ignorant ones

Nations and rulers

Rebellious ones
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Kingdom Story

� The coherent story of God’s ways of ruling and 
establishing

� We are born into a new nation
� We enter into a present kingdom, 

� Jesus: “you don’t enter, and you prevent others from 
entering”

� “Those who practice…will not inherit the kingdom of 
God”

� The basic distinction between Kingdom citizens and 
citizens of the Kingdom of Darkness is allegiance and 
citizenship; Colossians 1:13

� Through the Church We become part of the 
government of a visible kingdom 

Kingdom Story, continued

� We expand the rule and reign of the King, 
by governing as he instructed us, as he 
leads us

� The Church is the means by which we have 
life, by which we can see the action and the 
fruit and the expansion of righteousness 
and justice and peace

� We look for the complete redemption of this 
universe and the total rule and reign of the 
LORD where all nations bow and every 
power is under his feet

How Do We Tell the Story?

� What is the Grand Narrative?

� What are the convincing truths?

� What are the most attractive features?

� What are the most difficult ideas to 
accept?


